Are you ready to host an Artful Seeds workshop with The Art Connection?

The Art Connection is the only non-profit in the Boston metro area that enriches and empowers underserved communities by providing access to original works of visual art. Our primary offering is the Art Donation and Placement Program which results in permanent exhibitions of original artwork in social service spaces such as health clinics, homeless shelters, and safe houses. We also have the Artful Seeds Program, which results in art-making workshops as a form of reflection and community or team building.

If you answer yes to all of the following questions, you’re a great candidate to host an Artful Seeds workshop:

- Do you have $75 up front that will be required to process your application?
- Is your location within a 15-mile radius of downtown Boston?
- Do you have ongoing programming (i.e. support groups, meetings, lectures, or seminars) at your location?
- Do you have a communal space that includes tables and chairs with access to water source (i.e. fountain/sink) that can host a group for a workshop?
- Do you have staff available for 1-2 meetings pre-workshop to contribute input for workshop content development?

*Please note that there is a sliding scale fee associated with this workshop determined by The Art Connection.

What you can expect after completing your Application:

- You submit your Application for Partnership submitted
- The Art Connection reviews your application
- The Art Connection contacts you to schedule Workshop Development Meeting
- Workshop Development meeting at your space
- Additional Workshop Development Meeting (if necessary)
- Submit Half/Full Payment for Workshop Required
- Artful Seeds Workshop facilitated by The Art Connection at your space
- Submit Partner Feedback Survey
- The Art Connection shares images from Workshop with you